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How to Create a Secure Twitter Account

Since the beginning of the uprising, Twitter has been a central front in Syria’s cyber war. Groups like the 
Syrian Electronic Army regularly hack the accounts of various organizations to spread their pro-regime 
message. To protect your Twitter account, you need to take some basic steps, as outlined below.
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Always access Twitter with a secure connection.

a. Encrypt and anonymize your internet connection using a virtual private network (VPN)1 before accessing 

Twitter. If a VPN solution is unavailable from your organization, use Tor or Psiphon 3 as free options;

b. Only access Twitter by entering the URL into the address bar in your browser, never through an alternate 

source such as an email link. These could be phishing attempts;

c. When accessing Twitter, ensure the Twitter URL starts with “HTTPS,” not just “HTTP.” This will ensure your 

Twitter activity is not viewable by others.

Create a security buffer between Twitter, you and your organization

a. Use a dedicated email account with no association to you or your organization

i. Create a dedicated email using a service like Hotmail, Gmail, or Yahoo 

ii. Having a separate account will allow you to avoid phishing attempts and make it more difficult to 

associate the account to a specific individual 

b. Create a Twitter username less than eight characters long that reflects your organization’s name, a specific 

function within your organization, or the initiative your are working on

i. Making a clear association to your organization will increase trust with your audience and reduce the 

risk that your organization’s identity will be misrepresented on Twitter

Protect your Passwords

a. All members of an organization should use a password keeper (e.g Keepass) for ALL of their online 

accounts, including Twitter

i. Password keepers generate random passwords and keep them in a secure, encrypted file

b. Your email account is a gateway to your other accounts, so it must be as secure as possible.  If an attacker 

gains access to your email, he can change the passwords of your other online accounts linked to that email 

address.   

c. Always use a unique password for your email account that is NOT used for any other online profile

i. This prevents attackers from gaining access to your email if another account is compromised

Increase your account security by adjusting settings located under “Account” -> “Tweet Privacy” 

a. Disable “Add a location to my Tweets” to avoid disclosing the exact geolocated location where the Tweet 

was generated

i. Disable any location-based settings on Twitter for mobile

b. Unless the account was created to communicate only with specific people, leave “Protect my Tweets” 

unchecked to make content available to the public 

c. Enable  “Require personal information to reset my password” to make it more difficult for an attacker to 

reset your password if your email is compromised
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1 The SalamaTech VPN (PC and Mac) is recommended for use in Syria: https://layer8.org/download 

https://www.torproject.org/
https://s3.amazonaws.com/0ubz-2q11-gi9y/en.html
http://www.microsoft.com/security/online-privacy/phishing-symptoms.aspx
http://keepass.info/
https://layer8.org/download%20


d. Enable “Login verification” to create a two-step authentication that will deliver a text to your cellular phone 

with a pin number required to access the account for devices logging into the account for the first time

i. Login verification will alert the account’s primary user if someone else accesses the account with a 

password, and will allow the primary user to block access

Direct Messaging on Twitter is not secure, therefore treat direct messages like open communications that other 

people can see

a. Use an alternate communications method, such as Cryptocat, to engage in private text conversations

Never access your Twitter account through emails, regardless of their content, to avoid phishing scams that will 

attempt to hijack your account

Verify your Account (For large organizations only)

a. To avoid impersonator accounts trying to spread misinformation, contact Twitter to verify your account
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FOR FURTHER ADVICE ON ONLINE SAFETY, VISIT THE 

SALAMATECH WIKI AND FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK.

https://crypto.cat/
https://support.twitter.com/groups/31-twitter-basics/topics/111-features/articles/119135-about-verified-accounts



